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 TIDAK SEDIKIT: Hello, I'm recently on freelancer, I need a good designer, to add UI and UI(Design) to my android app, the
app is made in android studio, with Java, if anyone can fix bugs of my app, i will hire you at 9€/hour, I'm looking for a

professional UI designer to help me with the design of a site. I need a front and back end designer. This is to help out a client.
My company name is [log masuk untuk melihat URL] I need a logo and UI design. This will include but not limited to: 1. logo
2. UI design 3. We are looking for a freelance design with the same quality as the ones we use in-house. We are looking for a
freelance designer who can take a concept in a folder of line drawings and use Photoshop, illustrator or other software of his

choosing to bring the idea to life in the format of web and print. Most of the concepts have been developed and have I am
looking for freelance designs for an iOS app using Swift language. Developer should provide both UX and UI designs for the
app. User will have 3 screen with simple features. 1. Landing page 2. Sign Up Page 3. Login Page Few additional features like

1. Home screen. 2. Background wallpaper 3. User can select language The developer should create the I am looking for
freelancers who have some experience in Typography. You should have already prepared 2 mock-ups. I am expecting you to

finish quickly. You will be needed to work along the whole project and produce regular updates. The job will be executed in a
[log 82157476af
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